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Case Number:   Vallejo Police Department # 20-6322 

Submitting Office:   Vallejo Police Department  

Submitting Officer / Agent:  Detective Kevin Rose / Investigator Andre Charles  
(Phone # 707-784-6841) 

USSS SSF 1544:   N/A 

On 06/11/2020, I (TSA Baskerville) received one (1) Mavic2 Pro (s/n: 163DFBM0010B2R), one 
(1) Mavic2 Pro Controller (s/n: OVNUFB900600ML) and one (1) Apple iPad – 7th Generation 
(s/n: GG7LGJRMF3Q) at the United States Secret Service National Computer Forensics Institute 
Lab (hereafter known as the NCFI Lab) located at the University of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK, USA. 

DJI Mavic 2 Pro as Received:
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On the same date, I physically evaluated the devices and took pictures. Pictures of the devices 
along with the supporting documentation have been added to the final case report (USB Drive). 

On 06/23/2020, I acquired the external flash media (a 128 GB SanDisk micro SD card) from the 
Mavic2 Pro Drone using FTK Imager v4.2.0.13 (MD5 checksum: 
f0e7b924d08fa10700fefb1279c54d6b). I also acquired the internal flash media from the drone 
using FTK Imager v4.2.0.13 (MD5 checksum: 75e6f269e75568b71d9f65709db01462).  

Continuing on the same date, I conducted a file system / advanced logical acquisition of the 
associated iPad (controller) using DataPilot10 v1.1.95. 

On 06/24/2020, I conducted an advanced logical / file system acquisition of the associated iPad 
using a Cellebrite UFED Touch2 v7.34.0.116. All of the aforementioned extractions were added 
to the final report USB. 

On the same date, I conducted an initial review of the video files from the external flash media 
using HxD hex editor v2.3.0.0. The recovered video files from the external flash media were 
corrupt and unreadable. Additionally, the video files of interest had no content. 

Screenshot of DJI_0026.MP4:

 

Specifically, the video taken with the drone on or about 06/02/2020, had the folder structure 
intact but all of the internal data had been overwritten with “0’s.” Upon further research into DJI 






